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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education 

 
 
 
Victor Reinoso 
Deputy Mayor for Education 

 
 
Memorandum 
 
 
 
Subject: Report on DC CAS Testing Security Protocols 
 
Date:  September 3, 2009 
 
 
The District of Columbia has a rigorous system of accountability and assessment.  In fact, 
Education Week’s annual Quality Counts report from 2008 showed that the District of Columbia 
was among a few states where standards for assessment are clear, specific and grounded in 
content at all levels for English/language arts, math, and science for elementary, middle and high 
schools. 
 
DC CAS, the District’s Assessment Tool 
An aligned system of coherent standards and rigorous assessments is key to measuring 
performance – of our students, teachers, schools, and districts – and determining whether the 
District is on the right track with its education reform efforts.  One measure of performance is the 
DC CAS, the annual assessment used by the District of Columbia to determine student 
proficiency in reading and math in grades 3-8 and grade 10.  Select grades also participate in a 
composition assessment (grades 4, 7, 10) or a science assessment (grades 5, 8, 10).  The 2010 
DC CAS will be the fifth administration of this assessment.  Student achievement results from 
the DC CAS are used to make accountability determinations under the No Child Left Behind Act 
(NCLB). 
 
In 2008, the students demonstrated dramatic progress on the DC CAS.  Statewide, the number of 
students who scored proficient or higher increased by 7 percent in reading and 10 percent in 
math.  DCPS elementary students produced gains of 8 percent in reading and 11 percent in math, 
while the number of students scoring proficient in reading and math increased by 9 percent.  The 
final results of the 2009 DC Comprehensive Assessment System (DC CAS) show continued 
progress in student achievement.  Overall, reading scores are up 3 points and math scores are up 
6 points over 2008.  Reading and math scores went up in both elementary and secondary schools 
and across District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) and public charter schools (PCS). 
 
Ensuring Testing Integrity 
As part of a culture of accountability, educators and administrators, public officials, and the 
community at large must be confident in the measures of student achievement; the District must 
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have certainty that test results are accurate and credible.  Teachers and students need to be able to 
demonstrate their hard work and performance in an environment in which results are sound.  
Therefore, it is critical that both the state and districts (DCPS and charter schools) have measures 
in place to ensure testing integrity.  To that end, DC has taken great strides over the past two 
years to improve testing security and procedures. 
 
Ensuring testing integrity happens at all stages of the testing cycle.  School districts must have 
testing policies and protocols in place, covering everything from administration and proctoring to 
handling of the test booklets and answer sheets.  School-level staff must be trained on effective 
practices and understand the rules for ensuring testing security.  During the test administration, 
central offices must coordinate with school staff to monitor daily test performance and problem-
solve as issues arise.  Monitoring and evaluation of school performance as it relates to 
appropriate testing implementation is also an important component.  In the post-test phase, 
districts should review testing events with their school administrators and determine whether any 
further review is required.  Scoring and calculation of results should include analysis of the 
answer sheets and other data to identify further issues requiring investigation.  Finally, districts 
should use each testing cycle as a focus point to ensure that the assessment delivers what it 
should – an accurate measure of student achievement and progress. 
 
Erasure Analysis of the 2008 DC CAS 
Consistent with practice of most states, the Office of the State Superintendent of Education 
(OSSE) requested an analysis by the testing company of the student answer sheets on the 2008 
DC CAS administered in April 2008.  The goal of an erasure analysis is to identify schools and 
classrooms where the average number of incorrect student answers that were erased and replaced 
by correct answers is inordinately higher than the average in the state as a whole. The erasure 
analysis is used to screen for testing anomalies, but is not a conclusive measure of testing 
impropriety. 
 
The erasure analyses of the 2008 DC CAS results were ultimately inconclusive.  The analyses 
‘flagged’ anomalies in certain DCPS schools and thirteen public charter schools.  Two different 
analyses led to divergent data – the number of classrooms and the number of schools identified 
as having potential concerns varied significantly.  The new administration at OSSE, along with 
DCPS, reviewed the methodology used and the data presented, and determined that insufficient 
guidance around interpretation and calculation created a confusing picture.  Further, the testing 
company that performed the original erasure analysis advised OSSE that, “the statistic calculated 
for each school and classroom does not appear to be consistent with any known approach to 
analyzing erasure patterns.  As a result, the approach… does not support evaluation of a 
hypothesis that cheating has occurred.”  (see “March 7, 2009 memo from CTB McGraw-Hill to 
OSSE).  Copies of the relevant documents are attached to this report. 
 
Improvements in the 2009 DC CAS Protocols 
Clear and consistent test security policies, supported by training on those policies, and rigorous 
implementation of testing regulations and protocols are the most effective ways to guard against 
testing improprieties.  Building on lessons learned from the 2008 analysis, OSSE, DCPS, and 
charter schools took further steps to increase testing integrity for the 2009 DC CAS.   
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In March 2009, OSSE issued and implemented new test security guidelines for the 2009 
assessment administration.  (see “District of Columbia State Test Security Guidelines”).  These 
guidelines include instructions for districts to develop their own test security plans, requirements 
for teachers to acknowledge they have received test security practices, and procedures for 
monitoring the administration of DC CAS.  For the first time, OSSE deployed over 40 testing 
monitors to DCPS and public charter schools to ensure test security guidelines were being 
followed.  The State Superintendent has made testing integrity a priority and utilized her 
experience at the federal level to review other states’ testing policies to analyze best practices 
and determine how the District will improve. 
 
Utilizing the state test security guidelines and input from external test security experts, DCPS 
developed and implemented a comprehensive plan for ensuring testing integrity for the April 
2009 administration of the DC CAS.  (see “ May 8, 2009 memo from DCPS to OSSE re: DCPS 
Testing Integrity Assurance Measures”).  The plan includes school-level guidelines for test 
security; clearly defined violations of test security for students and adults; a reporting process for 
test violations; and consequences for violating test security procedures.  Principals and test 
coordinators, as well as anyone having access to the assessment, completed test security 
agreements before the test was administered at each school.  Test observers from the central 
office were also trained and prepared to work with schools on ensuring a safe testing 
environment at their schools, and test security violation forms were made available for staff.  
Finally, DCPS created a daily security checklist to be completed by test coordinators each day, 
which details the exact times that testing materials are checked in and out. 
 
To make the test security plan effective, DCPS provided training for principals on data-driven 
decision-making, including a specific component on test security protocols and erasure analysis.  
Through this training, principals understood testing integrity as an integral part of using data to 
increase student achievement, reinforcing a culture of accountability that anchors the District’s 
education reform efforts. 
 
Charter schools also developed testing procedures based on guidance from the testing manual 
and the OSSE test security plans. As an indication of the importance placed on test security, one 
charter school reported a violation and appropriate personnel action was taken by the school, 
along with a fine levied by OSSE.   
 
The inconclusive results from the 2008 erasure analysis revealed room for improvement in post 
test review protocols.  Erasure analysis is still a useful tool to verify testing integrity, and will be 
a component of the state’s testing contract going forward.  Under the State Superintendent’s 
leadership, OSSE will develop policies and guidance around the interpretation of erasure 
analysis prior to the administration of the 2010 DC CAS.  These policies will include coherent 
methodologies for analyzing the data and special guidance for districts on how to ensure that 
students are not discouraged from making erasures as part of their normal test-taking practice.  
 
Continuous Improvement – Looking Ahead to 2010 
The District continues to work at the state level and with schools on ensuring that assessment 
results are fair and accurate reflections of student performance.  In addition to the test security 
guidelines, OSSE is incorporating its review of best practices from other states and developing 
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additional training and technical assistance for districts in early winter to enhance their test 
security policies and procedures.  DCPS is expanding on its training for school administrators 
and ensuring that testing integrity is understood clearly as a critical component of assessment.  
Finally, OSSE continues to seek input from stakeholders and national experts on its monitoring 
procedures and protocols to ensure that they fully support a strong testing integrity framework 
for the District. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date 2/22/2010 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson, Dave Couchman - Caveon 
Schools This report is for former Birney teachers, now teaching at [Redacted] and 

[Redacted]campuses 
Principal Former Birney Principal: [Redacted] not available for interview 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Observed testing at Birney last year. 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom testing 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom testing 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher   Administered classroom testing 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Interview attempted, but [Redacted] 

was not available. 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial comments. 
 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability if the plan meets 
DCPS requirements. Caveon uses a rubric of test security best practices to measure the 
effectiveness of the security plan The plan is kept on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and 
Accountability and was reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010 and found to be 
acceptable. 
 
Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] year at this school for last year’s DCPS-CAS. Received training from test 
coordinator over a two day period, two weeks before test. All desks were turned toward teacher. 
Noted 11:00 stop time. Didn’t recall outside staff on test days. Practiced test taking skills. 
Remembered monitor floating around. All testing completed before lunch. Used ThinkLink on 
computers, plus practiced test taking skills to get students prepared. Thought security was 
excellent. 
Interview 2: [Redacted] Teacher, now at [Redacted] 
Summary: [Redacted] was a [Redacted] teacher at Birney ES last year.  [Redacted] did not 
participate in any of the DC CAS testing. [Redacted] was interviewed at [Redacted] to see if 
[Redacted] saw anything unusual in the testing process last year. [Redacted] did not see 
anything extraordinary. Detailed notes of interview questions and responses are on file. 
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Interview 3: [Redacted] Teacher, now at [Redacted].  
Summary: [Redacted] followed the various DCPS programs for curriculum and instruction to 
account for increases in test scores on the 2009 DC CAS tests. [Redacted] credited [Redacted]as 
being particularly helpful. [Redacted] often stayed late after school. [Redacted] feels a special 
dedication to students and feels this attitude is reflected in students’ dedication to their education. 
[Redacted] likes to do drills, and especially likes to have competition between groups of 
students, or between boys and girls. The students enjoy this kind of competition. [Redacted] 
noted [Redacted] as far superior to previously used materials from Houghton-Mifflin. 
[Redacted] was not able to recall anything of particular note that would account for excessive or 
unusual erasure patterns, other than the re-checking of work [Redacted] encourages upon test 
completion.  
Interview 4: [Redacted] Teacher 
Summary:  [Redacted] noted the [Redacted] from McGraw-Hill as being effective in improving 
instruction and helping to raise test scores on the DC CAS. Also, teacher made tests were 
important. [Redacted] used differentiated instruction, classroom discussion, and lots of writing 
and these approaches were very helpful for making gains. [Redacted] wasn’t sure why there 
could have been an unusual amount of erasures, as [Redacted] instructs them to go with their 
first thought when choosing an answer. [Redacted] does, however, instruct students to check 
their work. [Redacted] noted that test security was very good, and the monitors were very 
visible. 
 
Interview 5: [Redacted] Teacher, [Redacted] 
Summary:  [Redacted] participated in the [Redacted] program and [Redacted]. [Redacted] 
participated in [Redacted], as well as [Redacted] and [Redacted] to improve test score results. 
[Redacted] also credits score gains to effective groupings in the classroom. [Redacted] used DC 
BAS results for data to guide [Redacted] instruction. Regarding erasures, [Redacted] told 
students to check their work. [Redacted] would also tell students to put a check next to the 
answers on the answer sheet or booklet that they thought were correct, then choose the best one. 
This could account for excessive erasures. [Redacted] thought the proctors from DCPS were 
helpful and very vigilant on test security. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
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Findings: 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Teachers in this report are no longer at Birney, as it was shut down.  Large gains for test scores 
from 2008 to 2009 were flagged for Birney in both reading and math in grades 3 and 4.  This 
growth, along with high levels of wrong-to-right erasures, raised questions about Birney’s 
performance.  The investigations of score gains conducted by Caveon via interviews, review of 
testing policies and procedures, test score data review, and review of individual school DC CAS 
Observation Reports in Birney Elementary School did not find evidence that any misbehavior 
occurred.  Many of the gains are plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Staff 
interviews will send the message that test security is taken very seriously at DCPS. 
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date January 29 and February 18, 2010 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson and Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Burrville Elementary School 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] [Redacted]Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted]Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted]Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted]Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted]Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
Note that numerous attempts were made to interview [Redacted]. [Redacted] was e-mailed to 
help in this effort on 2/17, 2/18, and attempts to phone [Redacted] were made several times, 
including 2/23 at 10:53 AM, but [Redacted] was busy with observations.  
[Redacted] was phoned: 

2/18/10 ‐‐ 3:53 PM lft msg on voicemail 

2/19/10 ‐‐ 8:44 AM when I talked to [Redacted], [Redacted] said [Redacted] would remind 
[Redacted] to call me 

2/22/10 ‐‐ 12:15 PM‐ talked to [Redacted] said [Redacted] call back today 

2/23/10 ‐‐ 10:53 AM left msg in voice mailbox of [Redacted] 

2/23/10 ‐‐ 3:34 lft msg in voice mailbox 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Investigation: 
 

SSummarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial 
comments. 
 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability if the plan 
meets DCPS requirements. Caveon uses a rubric of test security best practices to measure the 
effectiveness of the security plan The plan is kept on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment 
and Accountability and was reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010 and found to be 
acceptable. 
  

Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Principal 
Summary: [Redacted]stated that the test procedures are very strict and the Test Coordinator does 
a good job.  Training of test administrators is done thoroughly.  He described several changes 
that have been made at Burrville in the past year(s) that could be reasons for improved 
performance on the tests. Detailed notes of interview questions and responses are on file. 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted]signed for test materials, then delivered by custodian to a side office for 
storage. Ms. Shoemaker is the only one with key access to side office, except custodian. Ms. 
Shoemaker likes to do all of the test assembly, barcoding and collating by herself, even though it 
takes longer. She would stay each night until 7:00 PM for a week in order to accomplish this. 
When she delivered training to staff, it was to teachers and aids in the same session. For 
distribution of tests on test day, Ms. Shoemaker delivers the materials on a cart individually to 
each teacher’s classroom. It takes about a half hour as there are three teachers per grade level. 
Students are given packets to work on when they complete their tests while others are finishing. 
Last year was her first year at Burrville as test coordinator. For returning tests to CTB, she calls 
UPS for pickup, then delivers them to the office one hour before scheduled time. To improve the 
testing process, Ms. Shoemaker suggested no last minute changes to testing process and 
mentioned the problems with signing the security agreement. She also suggested her method of 
keeping serial numbers sequential to make it easier for teachers to read when signing in and out. 
 
Interview 3: [Redacted]Johnson, 4th Grade Teacher 
Summary: Noted the start time was between 9:15 and 9:30. [Redacted] tells students to make 
sure they have erased completely and filled in the bubbles completely, and have only one answer 
per question. All testing was completed by lunch. Remembers seeing DCPS monitors during 
testing but no outside staff. [Redacted] only remembers one person requiring a makeup test. 
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Interview 4: [Redacted]Moses, 3rd Grade Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] makes sure all of the names on the answer sheets are correct, then passes 
them out and gives the directions. After the students complete their tests, [Redacted] tells them 
to check their work. If done early, [Redacted] gives them packets to work on while other test 
takers are finishing. They also go to a separate room.  [Redacted] then returns tests to 
[Redacted]. All testing was done by lunch. [Redacted]said teachers are responsible for cleaning 
stray marks. [Redacted] noted gains may be due to after school tutoring and Saturday School. 
 
Interview 5: [Redacted] Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] remembers receiving training by [Redacted] one week before the test. 
[Redacted] would come to school 30 minutes prior to test, followed process for test sign-in/out. 
[Redacted] would give students a packet to do while waiting for others to complete their tests. 
[Redacted] tells them not to raise their hands when finished, as [Redacted] is constantly walking 
around and knows when they have finished. When they finish, [Redacted] will place testing 
materials in a basket. [Redacted] noted [Redacted] proctor last year, [Redacted], was new. All 
testing completed by lunch. Only remembers one student absent one day of testing, another 
student absent another day. [Redacted] advises students to re-check their work. 
 
Interview 6: [Redacted], 3rd Grade Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] noted several things that would account for test score gains on the 2009 
DC CAS tests. Of particular note is [Redacted]program she is responsible for with third graders. 
[Redacted] also noted standard classroom instructional procedures were followed to improve 
performance by students. For unusual erasures on DC CAS answer sheets, [Redacted] talked 
about [Redacted] instructions to students to take their time and work carefully, making sure that 
students have the correct answer. [Redacted] would tell the students to go over their work, and 
this could account for students changing their answers. 
Interview 6: [Redacted] Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] noted several things that would account for test score gains on the 2009 
DC CAS tests. [Redacted] spent extra time with students, including lunch, after school, recess, 
and a general attitude in the school for improving student performance and the importance of 
learning. For unusual erasures on DC CAS answer sheets, [Redacted] talked about [Redacted] 
instructions to students to re-checking their work after they would complete their tests.. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
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Findings: 
 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Significant growth was observed in both reading and math scores in grade 4 only. According to 
the principal, one of the reasons provided for the gains in test scores is the aligning of instruction 
to “power standards” and the increased use of the benchmark tests.  Also, students are kept with 
the same teacher for 2-3 years, which is supposed to help them do better in class, as well as on 
tests. 
The principal and staff were very cooperative and helpful in the investigation. Test security 
policy and procedures were properly followed. The investigations of score gains conducted by 
Caveon via onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, test score data review, 
and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Burrville Elementary School 
did not find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains and high erasures are 
plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send the message that 
test security is taken very seriously at DCPS.  
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date January 29 and February 18, 2010 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson, Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Noyes 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] Teacher  Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher  Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher  Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher  Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administer testing in classroom 
[Redacted] Teacher [Redacted] 
[Redacted] Teacher [Redacted] 
[Redacted] Teacher [Redacted] 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off[site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial comments 
 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is kept 
on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the plans 
using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  
These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable. 
 
Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1:  [Redacted] Principal 
Summary: [Redacted]the testing process and had a good security plan which was followed for 
testing days. Nothing unusual or noteworthy involving testing. [Redacted] starts the testing day 
at 9:30 with an announcement on the PA. No announcement at the end. Principal Ryan is not 
expecting large gains this year, as their special education program has quadrupled to 60 students 
this year. For improving test security, [Redacted] suggested having new DCPS monitors each 
year instead of the same ones. For improvement, Principal Ryan started mock testing in January, 
“Testing Tips” which are submitted by students, and Achievement Networking. 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted] Test Coordinator training in either February or March. Trained all school 
staff for upcoming DCPS[CAS testing 1[2 weeks before exams. Responsible for receiving and 
inventory of tests, distributing to teachers, collecting tests at the end of each test day, securing 
test materials during and after testing, and returning tests to CTB. Did not observe any outsiders 
other than staff on test days. Was not able to offer any explanations for excessive erasures. 
Detailed interview questions and responses are on file. 
Interview 3: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: Received Test Coordinator training. [Redacted]. Teacher collects booklets first, then 
answer sheets. Students keep heads down on desk upon completion. Did not remember seeing 
any outside staff on test days.  Instructs students to use process of elimination by marking X next 
to wrong answer, which could account for unusual number of erasures if students marked their X 
on the answer sheet instead of the test booklet. 
Interview 4: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary:  [Redacted] did not report anything out of the ordinary. Detailed interview questions 
and responses are on file. 
Note that [Redacted] seating chart was requested, but not available. 
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Interview 5: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary:  Did not notice anything different about testing this year than in previous years.  Did 
not notice anything unusual during testing.  Only the students are allowed to do any cleaning to 
the answer sheets.  They are told to erase all stray marks and make sure there is only one answer 
for each question.  Did not know that there were a large number of erasures on the tests. 
Described a variety of activities (after school, during recess, and on Saturdays) that have been 
implemented at school to help target students for additional instruction, all of which may help 
explain why test scores increased. 
 
Interview 6: [Redacted], Teacher  
Summary:  As far as [Redacted] could recall, did not notice anything different about testing this 
year.  Did not notice anything unusual during testing, or before/after testing. Said that nobody 
else except students is involved in cleaning answer sheets.  Students are told to check answers 
and to be sure to erase them well if they need to make changes.  Was not aware that there were a 
large number of erasures on the tests.  Said that teachers were now focusing more on student 
achievement, putting in extra effort, and working diligently to make sure that students acquired 
basic skills. 
 
Interview 7: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary:  Did not notice anything different about testing this year than in previous years (“not 
to my knowledge”).  Did not notice anything unusual during testing (“not to my knowledge”). 
Students are told to check, darken, clean their answer sheets, and keep the edges clean too.  
Believes that there were a large number of erasures because students went back to change their 
answers.  Described various improvements at the school including more PD classes that helped 
teachers with instructional strategies and are definitely helping students perform better. 
 
Interview 8: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary:  Did not notice anything different about testing this year than in previous years.  Did 
not notice anything unusual during testing.  Only the students are allowed to do any cleaning to 
the answer sheets.  They are told to erase all stray marks to make sure the sheets are usable with 
Scantron.  Was not aware that there were a large number of erasures on the tests.  Explained that 
Noyes has implemented an aggressive testing program that is skills intensive, groups students by 
needs, and provides extra schooling opportunities, which may help explain why test scores 
increased. 
 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
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Findings: 
 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Huge gains (85%) were seen in reading scores, but only in grade 5.  However, it seems odd that 
the scores for this grade were abnormally low in 2008 (only 5%) whereas they were much higher 
for the other grades.  Was there a problem in testing in grade 5 in the previous year?  Is there 
something different about this cohort of students (note that grade 5 math scores in 2008 also 
were low)?  Based on information shared during the interviews, we were informed of many 
changes that have been made at the school in recent years, such as focusing more instruction on 
specific standards (based on test results), more use of practice probes from the DC BAS, and 
increased emphasis on test taking skills.  It is possible that these changes could have led to 
increases in student proficiency.  It may be useful to look at the scores from other tests given to 
5th graders in 2008 and 2009 to see if similar patterns are found.   
One teacher, [Redacted], instructs students to use process of elimination by marking X next to 
wrong answer, which could account for unusual number of erasures if students marked their X 
on the answer sheet instead of the test booklet. 
The principal and staff were very cooperative and helpful in the investigation. Test security 
policy and procedures were properly followed. The investigations of score gains conducted by 
Caveon via onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, test score data review, 
and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Noyes Elementary School did 
not find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains and high erasures are 
plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send the message that 
test security is taken very seriously at DCPS. 
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E[mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date January 29 and February 19, 2010 
LEA  DCPS 
Investigators Dave Couchman -- Caveon 
School Shaed Elementary School 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom tests 
[Redacted] Teachers See note below* 
[Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom tests 
 
*These teachers appear to be incorrectly flagged in the 2009 DC CAS Test Integrity Review 
Findings Report, November 28, 2009. Their Class Average wrong-to-right was lower than the 
state average, and Shaed Elementary School did not have unusual gains. Also Teachers 
[Redacted] and [Redacted] have retired.
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Investigation: 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial comments. 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is kept 
on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the plans 
using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  
These reviews took on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable. 
Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Principal 
Summary: [Redacted]interviews started at this school at 3:30 PM on Friday, January 29, so only 
the principal and test coordinator were interviewed. It may be difficult to have good test score 
gains this year for several reasons. Four teachers have left. There is a new special education 
teacher and a new teacher in grade 7 math. Will be using BAS, Inc., SAMS coach and 
instructional coaches to improve. Teachers only are allowed to handle test materials. Ms. James 
and the custodian are the only ones with access to the tests. Ms. Taylor noted the DCPS 
administrator did not stay the whole time, and suggested DCPS stay on-campus the entire time of 
testing as a way to improve test security. Note that Kenneth Smith’s seating chart was requested 
but not available. 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted]Test Coordinator training. Trained all school staff for upcoming DCPS-
CAS testing 1-2 weeks before exams. Responsible for receiving and inventory of tests, 
distributing to teachers, collecting tests at the end of each test day, securing test materials during 
and after testing, and returning tests to CTB. Did not observe any outsiders other than staff on 
test days. Was not able to offer any explanations for excessive erasures. Start testing at exactly 
9:30. Teachers only responsible for picking up tests and returning them. Ms. James and the 
custodian are the only ones with keys to locked tests.  
Interview 3: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: Caveon requested a seating chart, but this was not available. To prepare for the DC 
CAS testing, [Redacted] made use of the DC BAS test score results for review and to prepare 
students for the process of the DC CAS test, i.e., a practice test. [Redacted] uses the DC BAS to 
group students for targeted instruction. [Redacted]also uses students helping students, as the 
students that mastered the concept are often very good at teaching fellow students the concept. 
For the DC CAS, [Redacted] would instruct students to not leave any blank answers; to go over 
the test and check all of your work. [Redacted] noted that some of the students would speed 
through the test, so when [Redacted] saw this, [Redacted] would instruct the students as a group 
to make sure they were checking their work and re-checking and not leaving any questions 
unanswered. This could account for erasures as the students corrected or changed answers upon 
re-checking their work. 
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Interview 4: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted]attributed test score gains to teaching to the standards and paying attention 
to the standards in tests, quizzes, and homework. [Redacted] tests every Friday, using data to 
make instructional decisions for the next week. [Redacted] uses grouping and pays particular 
attention to re-teaching non-mastered skills. [Redacted] instructs [Redacted] students to erase 
answers clearly, as it may not pick the intended answer if you are not careful. [Redacted] 
thought DCPS monitors were very good. As a suggestion for improving overall test security, 
[Redacted] suggested having all DC CAS materials be handled by DCPS central office staff 
instead of teachers. 
Interview 5: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] was not flagged, but interviewed. [Redacted] used several strategies to 
improve test scores, including after school tutoring, aligning test questions to standards, 
[Redacted] books and in general spending a good deal of time on standards. For possible 
erasures, [Redacted]said [Redacted] asks students to check and re-check their answers when 
finished with the test.  [Redacted] felt the test security used is a good system. For improving the 
system, [Redacted] suggested having outsiders test those in question. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
 
Findings: 
Summarize findings of investigation 

[Redacted]lor and Test Coordinator James were very cooperative and helpful in the 
investigation. Test security policy and procedures were properly followed. The investigations of 
score gains conducted by Caveon by onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, 
test score data review, and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Shaed 
Elementary School did not find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains and 
high erasures are plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send 
the message that test security is taken very seriously at DCPS.  
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date 1/28/10 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson and Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Sousa Middle School 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Supervised testing, proctored 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Administered testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Administered testing in classroom 
[Redacted] [Redacted] [Redacted] 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial 
comments. 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is 
kept on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the 
plans using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security 
plan.  These reviews took on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable. 
 
  

Interview 1: [Redacted],  Principal 
Summary: [Redacted] 
 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted] 
 
Interview 3: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: This is [Redacted] year at this school. Gear up students for testing the week before, 
lots of positive reinforcement. Teachers pick up and return all materials. No candy or water for 
students, but they are sometimes given a snack. [Redacted] did a test administration one day 
only in reading. Send ConnectEd notices, also uses dress-down days as incentives to boost 
attendance. Teacher or proctor alphabetizes tests for return to test coordinator. 
 
Interview 4: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary:  [Redacted] didn’t report anything unusual. Detailed interview questions and 
responses are on file. 
Interview 5: [Redacted], [Redacted] 
Summary: [Redacted] didn’t report anything unusual.  [Redacted] noted that a new 
administrative team was brought in and increased discipline, so teachers can now focus on 
teaching. IC’s were in classrooms to monitor teachers and help them perform better. Saturday 
school was held for remediation. The BM’s and other assessments helped students get better 
prepared. Detailed interview questions and responses are on file. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
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Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation. 
 
Findings: 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Note that the only teacher flagged for wrong to right erasures, [Redacted] and was not available 
for interviewing. Several other teachers were interviewed to look for irregularities. Only the 
gains for math were flagged in the growth analysis, and this was a moderate sized gain (22%).  
Also note that average proficiency for the school in 2008 was fairly low in both reading and 
math, so the school was starting from a low point.  In this school, staff said that their goal was to 
have gains of over 20% for both math and reading, and teachers were disappointed that this goal 
was not achieved in 2009.  After talking with several different people from the school, the gains 
seen here seem reasonable given all the changes that have been implemented in the past two 
years, which include new leadership, better teaching, more monitoring of instructional delivery 
by administrators, and a culture change in the school where students now want to learn more and 
reach the proficient level. Excellent use of data driven decision making has been implemented, 
including a data room with detailed analysis of test data. 
Caveon, by onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, test score data review, 
and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Sousa Middle School did not 
find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains are plausible, given the 
evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send the message that test security is taken 
very seriously at DCPS. 
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
 

School: Sousa MS 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date 1/28/10 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson, Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Stanton Elementary School 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] Assistant Principal Supervised testing, proctored 
[Redacted] [Redacted] teacher Administered testing in classroom 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial comments. 
 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is kept 
on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the plans 
using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  
These reviews took on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable. 
 
Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Principal 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Assistant Principal 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 3: [Redacted], [Redacted] teacher 
Summary: [Redacted], was not very responsive in [Redacted] answers to questions. For 
example, [Redacted] didn’t remember getting test security training, but did remember signing a 
paper saying [Redacted] received training. All tests were collected at the same time then 
returned to test coordinator. All testing was done by lunch. [Redacted] remembered that a few 
students had makeup tests. Several students had restroom breaks during testing and were 
escorted by proctors to restroom. [Redacted] instructed students to eliminate the wrong answers 
then change to what they thought was the correct answer, which could account for the high 
number of wrong-to-right erasures. 
Interview 4: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted] 
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Findings: 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
Summarize findings of investigation 
The [Redacted], [Redacted] is now at [Redacted]and was not interviewed. [Redacted], 
[Redacted], helped [Redacted] with tests, including initial assembly, collation and bar coding. 
At testing time, a “blue lock” is used and only [Redacted] has the key to that lock, excellent 
procedure for this room. Nine “City Year” volunteers and six Rotary Club volunteers served as 
proctors and helped at testing time, but didn’t enter classrooms, unless trained by [Redacted].  
Only one or two students needed extended time just past noon. When students finish testing, they 
move to the back of the classroom, with testing students remaining in the front. Another 
excellent suggestion by [Redacted]– have proctors handle tests and booklets, not the teachers. 
One teacher with high erasure rate, [Redacted], was not very responsive in [Redacted] answers 
to questions. [Redacted] instructed students to eliminate the wrong answers then change to what 
they thought was the correct answer, which could account for the high number of wrong-to-right 
erasures. 
 
The data showed flagged gains only for reading in grade 4 (35%), although math scores showed 
large growth at this grade also (51%).  When comparing growth in grade 4 to the other grades, 
which did not show this large growth, one grade and teacher stands out. When comparing the 
growth to state averages, again this one grade stands out.  In addition, total wrong to right (WtR) 
erasures for this one grade were over 15 for both reading and math, an extremely high number in 
comparison to other grades and state averages.  
 
Onsite interviews will send the message that test security is taken very seriously at DCPS. 
 
Recommendations:  Increase classroom monitoring of teachers in question. Run specialized data 
forensics analysis on suspected teachers for a more in-depth analysis of unusual gains and 
erasure patterns. Require seating charts for suspected classrooms. Have a special training session 
for teachers that are in question, and consider having a test for them to make sure they are 
knowledgeable about proper testing procedures. Have specially assigned DCPS monitors handle 
all test materials at a minimum and ideally be present during entire testing process of any teacher 
in question. Alternatively, don’t allow the teachers in question to participate in DC CAS testing. 
Analyze test data and interview teachers immediately following the 2010 DC CAS testing.  
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LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date January 29 and February 19, 2010 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson, Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Tyler 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] [Redacted] Teacher Administered testing in classroom 
[Redacted] Teacher Administered testing in classroom 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial 
comments. 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is 
kept on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the 
plans using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security 
plan.  These reviews took on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  

Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Principal 
Summary: [Redacted]  
 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 3: [Redacted], [Redacted] Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] was not provided with test security training last year, but did receive a 
manual and reviewed it. [Redacted]. [Redacted] read the test to the students as per guidelines. 
Started at 9:30 and ended by 11:30. Didn’t see any outside staff there, but sometimes an aid 
would help passing out pencils. One student missed the test one day but completed it on Friday. 
Uses DC BAS data, [Redacted] reading, and [Redacted] which could account for gains last year, 
but [Redacted] here. 
Interview 4: [Redacted], Teacher.  
Summary: [Redacted] talked about how two years ago they had two principals and there was lots 
of disruption due to the circumstances around this. This could result in the gains seen in the 
following year. Also, mid-year in 2008-2009 [Redacted] was given [Redacted] grade level. 
[Redacted]makes extensive use of the resource guide. [Redacted] teaching is heavily standards-
based. [Redacted] uses ThinkLink. [Redacted] credits the DC BAS as giving [Redacted] 
excellent data for making instructional decisions. [Redacted] believes in small, heterogeneous 
grouping, clear goals, re-teaching of concepts, and careful attention to students’ strengths and 
weaknesses. [Redacted] also credits staying late and working through lunch, with the 
instructional approach above, as possible reasons for gains on the DC CAS tests. [Redacted] 
thought erasures may have been due to students re-checking their work and changing their 
answers after they completed the test. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
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Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
 
Findings: 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Large growth was seen for reading, especially at grade 5 (from 19% to 90%).  This is one of the 
largest gains seen for any school in this investigation.  However, it must be noted that this school 
was suffering from many problems and chaotic conditions in the prior year (2008), including 
high principal turnover (3 in one year), student disruptions, and discipline issues. These problems 
were happening during the time period for testing.   It is possible that the results for 2008 were 
an anomaly and may have been abnormally low (less than 20%) because of all the problems, and 
that the results for 2009 were actually closer to where they should have been for the school.  In 
addition, we were told that there has been a culture change at Tyler and the school is now much 
more orderly and discipline has improved.  Also, more professional development for teachers has 
been implemented in the past year.   
Caveon, by onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, test score data review, 
and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Tyler Elementary School did 
not find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains and high erasures are 
plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send the message that 
test security is taken very seriously at DCPS. 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

2009 DC CAS TEST INTEGRITY REVIEW 
LEA INVESTIGATION REPORT TO OSSE 

 
Date January  29, and February 19, 2010 
LEA DCPS 
Investigators John Olson and Dave Couchman - Caveon 
School Walker-Jones 
Principal [Redacted] 
 
List of individuals interviewed (add rows as necessary): 
 
Name Position Role in testing 
[Redacted] Principal Supervised testing process 
[Redacted] Test Coordinator Staff training, all testing activities 
[Redacted] Assistant Principal Supervised testing, proctored 
[Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom testing 
[Redacted] Teacher Administered classroom testing 
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Investigation: 
 
Summarize steps taken by the LEA during the investigation 
1. Reviewed erasure and pattern analysis report provided by the OSSE 
2. Reviewed School Security plan maintained by the LEA 
3. Reviewed daily observation reports made by central office observers for each day of testing 
4. Spoke with principal off-site to inform them of investigation and ask for any initial 
comments. 
Describe the test security plan in the school 
Each school is required to submit a test security plan to DCPS on an annual basis. The plan is 
then reviewed and accepted by DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability. The plan is 
kept on file at the DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability.  Caveon also reviewed the 
plans using a rubric of test security best practices to measure the effectiveness of the security 
plan.  These reviews took on January 14 and 15, 2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  

 
Summarize each interview that occurred (add rows as necessary) 
Interview 1: [Redacted], Principal 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 2: [Redacted], Test Coordinator 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 3: [Redacted], Assistant Principal 
Summary: [Redacted] 
Interview 4: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] tried several new strategies in the 2008-2009 school year that would 
account for gains on the DC CAS tests over previous years results. [Redacted] credits 
[Redacted] as having good results. [Redacted] would give up recess and lunch to help students 
individually, as well as after school. To explain possible reasons for an unusual number of 
answer sheet erasures on the DC CAS tests last April, [Redacted] talked about how students are 
instructed to review the test after they have completed it. Students are instructed to check their 
work and make the best possible answer selection. 
Interview 5: [Redacted], Teacher 
Summary: [Redacted] said [Redacted] brought new ideas and techniques with [Redacted] that 
had positive results to improve instruction. [Redacted] participated in [Redacted] programs, 
during lunch, and [Redacted]. [Redacted] said that [Redacted] was with students that seemed 
very dedicated and this made a difference. For the first time last year, [Redacted] had 
[Redacted], which was very beneficial. They would spend 15 minutes with each group, then 
rotated. [Redacted] mentioned that [Redacted] used skills on the DC CAS that were helpful. 
[Redacted] encouraged students to check their answers; [Redacted] wouldn’t allow them to 
finish the test without first going over the test before time was called. [Redacted] said the DCPS 
monitor present last year was very thorough, was there during test check in/check out. The only 
thing [Redacted] could think of that would be even tighter for test security would be to have 
someone from DCPS in each classroom the whole time tests are administered. 
List and describe school’s test security documents collected  
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Caveon reviewed the school’s test security plan using a rubric of test security best practices to 
measure the effectiveness of the security plan.  These reviews took place on January 14 and 15, 
2010 and the plan was found to be acceptable.  
Onsite observation reports are submitted by DCPS personnel involved in the DC CAS testing 
that took place in 2009. Each day of DC CAS test administration, detailed observation reports 
are submitted to DCPS Office of Assessment and Accountability by each observer at each 
school. These reports were reviewed by Caveon on January 14 and 15, 2010. The observations 
noted did not reveal any test security irregularities that would require further investigation.  
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Findings: 
 
Summarize findings of investigation 
Only the large gains (40%) in reading in grade 3 were flagged.  Note that the average proficiency 
rate was only 12.5% in 2008, which was lower than those for most other grades, so there was 
much room for improvement.  The principal is very dynamic and seems to be making a strong 
difference in this school.  [Redacted] has implemented many new educational programs and 
lesson plans, and has gotten the support of several outside partnerships to help out in the school.  
[Redacted] has also focused attention on data driven decision making and has teachers in the 
school using test scores for making improvements and monitoring progress.  Significant 
improvements in student test performance are expected in the next year. 
The principal and staff were very cooperative and helpful in the investigation. Test security 
policy and procedures were properly followed. The investigations of score gains conducted by 
Caveon by onsite interviews, review of testing policies and procedures, test score data review, 
and review of individual school DC CAS Observation Reports in Walker-Jones Elementary 
School did not find evidence that any misbehavior occurred.  Many of the gains and high 
erasures are plausible, given the evaluation process by Caveon. Onsite interviews will send the 
message that test security is taken very seriously at DCPS. 
 
 
LEA leader’s acknowledgement of review of the report 
Name  
Title  
E-mail  
Phone number  
Signature  
 

 



























From: "Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC)" <safiya.simmons@dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2011 14:13:48 -0500 
To: "Bello, Marisol" <mbello@usatoday.com> 
Subject: Regarding your e-mail to Erin McGoldrick 
 
Hello Ms. Bello. 
  
I received your request of Erin McGoldrick for additional information about the 2009 DC CAS. 
  
As you might know from working with Jack Gillum, DCPS has been very cooperative and open during the course of Mr. 
Gillum’s research, availing ourselves to multiple e-mails, phone calls and in-person meetings dating back to last fall.  We 
also made available different members of our Office of Data and Accountability as needed to fulfill the ongoing follow-
up questions from USA Today. 
  
While I understand that this is an ongoing national piece for both of you, we are satisfied that our participation thus far 
has illustrated the transparency and high integrity we strive to maintain as a school district and around our testing 
protocols.  And, as such, consider our work with USA Today on this issue to be complete and will not be answering any 
further questions on this story.  Our top priority is educating our students.  So we will also not be able to accommodate 
any further requests to enter the schools, as such a presence interrupts instruction. 
  
We have appreciated the opportunity to walk through OSSE’s statistics with you and clarify the data pertaining to our 
District, and wish you the best as you conclude the work on this article. 
  
  
Regards, 
 
  
 
Safiya Jafari Simmons 
Assistant Press Secretary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St. NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
O 202.724.6689 
M 202.480.0857 
F 202.442.5018 (Department e-Fax) 
E safiya.simmons@dc.gov <mailto:safiya.simmons@dc.gov>  
W dcps.dc.gov 
 
 
From: Henderson, Kaya (OOC)  
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:25 AM 
To: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC) 
Cc: McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: DRAFT // Closure to USA Today  
 
I’m good with the email with the chief’s edits. 
  
 
 
Kaya Henderson 
Interim Chancellor 
 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE 
12th Floor 
Washington, DC  20002 

mailto:safiya.simmons@dc.gov�


T  202.535-1581 
E  kaya.henderson@dc.gov <mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@dc.gov>  
W dcps.dc.gov <http://dcps.dc.gov/>  
 
 
From: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC)  
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 10:03 AM 
To: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC); Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: DRAFT // Closure to USA Today  
 
I would change this “as an agency” to “as a school district.”  Also, I would clearly say, we will not be responding to any 
further requests from them on this story. – unless you think that is just too much. 
LMR 
 
 
From: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC)  
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:56 AM 
To: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC) 
Subject: DRAFT // Closure to USA Today  
 
Hello Ms. Bello. 
  
I received your request of Erin McGoldrick for additional information about the 2009 DC CAS. 
  
As you might know from working with Jack Gillum, DCPS has been very cooperative and open during the course of Mr. 
Gillum’s research, availing ourselves to multiple e-mails, phone calls and in-person meetings dating back to last fall.  We 
also made available different members of our Office of Data and Accountability as needed to fulfill the ongoing data 
requests from USA Today. 
  
While I understand that this is an ongoing national piece for both of you, we are satisfied that our participation thus far 
has illustrated the transparency and high integrity we strive to maintain as an agency and around our testing protocols. 
 And, as such, consider our work with USA Today on this issue to be complete. 
  
We have appreciated the opportunity to walk through our statistics with you and clarify the data pertaining to our 
District, and wish you the best as you conclude the work on your article. 
  
  
Regards, 
  
  
Safiya Jafari Simmons 
Assistant Press Secretary 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First St. NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
O 202.724.6689 
M 202.480.0857 
F 202.442.5026 
E safiya.simmons@dc.gov <mailto:safiya.simmons@dc.gov>  
W dcps.dc.gov 
 
 

mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@dc.gov�
http://dcps.dc.gov/�
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From: <Bello>, Marisol <mbello@usatoday.com> 
Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2011 20:03:54 -0400 
To: "McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC)" <erin.mcgoldrick@dc.gov> 
Conversation: Follow up with USA TODAY... 
Subject: Follow up with USA TODAY... 
 
Erin, 
I wanted to follow up from our conversation last month. I had to work on another story and got sidetracked. 
You had mentioned that I needed to send you an email requesting the following: 
1.   The list of eight schools that DCPS investigated in 2009 based on OSSE erasure analysis? 
2.   Specific findings/recommendations made by Caveon in 2009?  
3.  Cost of the contract with Caveon. 
 
Thanks. 
 
mb 
 
 
On 1/19/11 6:22 PM, "McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC)" <erin.mcgoldrick@dc.gov> wrote: 

Share with your friends!  http://profiles.dcps.dc.gov/ 
  
  
Erin McGoldrick 
Chief, Office of Data and Accountability 
 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
Office of the Chancellor 
1200 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC  20002 
T 202.442.4763 
E  erin.mcgoldrick@dc.gov <mailto:erin.mcgoldrick@dc.gov>   
W dcps.dc.gov <https://dcps.dc.gov/>   
Executive Assistant - Jennie O’Brien 
E jennie.obrien@dc.gov <mailto:jennie.obrien@dc.gov>  
  

http://profiles.dcps.dc.gov/�
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From: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) [mailto:Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:36 PM 
To: Mathews, Linda 
Cc: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC); Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: A follow-up question from USA TODAY 

Ms. Matthews, 
 
During Caveon interviews, school staff gave specific reasons for high erasure rates.  Some staff 
emphasized to their students that the students should always go back, review their answers and make 
corrections if needed.  Other teachers encouraged students to eliminate wrong answers in the test 
booklet by marking an “X” next to wrong answer, which could account for an unusual number of 
erasures if students marked their “X” on the answer sheet instead of the test booklet. I hope that’s 
helpful. 
 
Kaya Henderson 
 
 
 
Kaya Henderson 
Acting Chancellor 
 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE 
12th Floor 
Washington, DC  20002 
T  202.535-1581 
E  kaya.henderson@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 
 
From: Mathews, Linda [mailto:lmathews@usatoday.com]  
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:38 PM 
To: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC); Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC); Mathews, Linda 
Subject: A follow-up question from USA TODAY 
 
Dear Chancellor Henderson: 
  
Thank you for your prompt response.  We will certainly quote from your statement in our story and link online to 
the full text.   There is one point, however, that you did not address: What caused the erasures that were flagged 
by CTB McGraw-Hill?  Did the Caveon interviews with DCPS educators shed any light on that?  
  
Many thanks, 
  
Linda Mathews 
Senior projects editor 
USA TODAY 
(703) 854-5581 
 

mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@dc.gov�
http://dcps.dc.gov/�


 
From: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) [mailto:Kaya.Henderson@dc.gov]  
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:37 PM 
To: Mathews, Linda 
Cc: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC); Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC) 
Subject: RE: A request for comment from USA TODAY 

Ms. Matthews: 
  
Thank you for reaching out to me on this. DCPS has had many conversations with Ms. Bello and Mr. Gillum 
about the article, which is why I was surprised by the comment that we have declined to speak with your team.  
In fact, in one of our early conversations with Mr. Gillum last fall, he commented to my Chief of Data and 
Accountability that our team in DC has been among the most open of all districts and states with whom he's 
been in contact for this story.  As you noted, DCPS concluded our back-and-forth eventually.  We'd had so many 
conversations with your team - sometimes covering the exact same questions - that we felt we had provided the 
information we could and needed to invest our energy in our core work of educating students. 
  
To be clear, DCPS has investigated all allegations of testing impropriety.  In those situations in which evidence of 
impropriety has been found, we have enforced clear consequences for the staff members involved, without 
hesitation.  In those situations in which no evidence of impropriety has been found, and therefore we have no 
basis on which to enact consequences, we have still taken precautionary measures such as increased central 
office presence during testing.   
  
We take seriously our responsibility to provide our staff and students with fairness and due process.   To that 
end, we delineate clearly between situations in which there is conclusive evidence and those in which there is 
not.  For example, we will release the names of schools at which we've enacted consequences based on 
evidence.  However, we will not release the name of schools at which no evidence of impropriety has been 
found.  Based on your description of the article, you will not be delineating between schools at which evidence 
of impropriety was found and those that were simply flagged for follow-up investigation.  I find that to be very 
problematic as having a high erasure rate alone is not evidence of impropriety. 
  
That being said, below is our official statement: 
  
DCPS adheres to stringent training and test administration guidelines, and begins the thoughtful process of 
ensuring test security long before the first tests are given.  Employees on every level of DCPS assist us, from 
school-based to central office staff. When we are informed of possible test improprieties, we work closely with 
OSSE, and third party partners when necessary, to carefully and promptly investigate and take appropriate next 
steps.   
  
In 2009, DCPS acted swiftly to bring in Caveon Test Security, an outside firm with vast expertise in the area of 
test security, after OSSE flagged a handful of schools for follow up investigations based on erasure data.  For the 
majority of schools, the firm found no evidence of wrong-doing.  For the rare cases in which the firm 
recommended a consequence or next step for individual staff or schools, we followed the firm's guidance 
diligently.  We know that the vast majority of school staff and students approach the test with the highest 
integrity.  However, for those rare incidences when staff and students fall short of this standard, we do not 
hesitate to act quickly to maintain or uphold the integrity of DCPS as a whole. 
  



Out of fairness to our students and teachers, I will not comment on schools where no violation was 
substantiated after a full investigation. I can share that DCPS is committed to ensuring that our test taking 
procedures adhere to the highest standards of testing. 
 
To support our commitment to integrity and accountability, we established a number of additional testing 
precautions this year to help ensure that each of our testing sites adheres to our administration protocols: 
  

•         We brought in Caveon, LLC, an independent firm with leading market expertise in test security, to 
conduct independent reviews of school testing protocols and staff training. 

•         We incorporated stricter protocols for receiving, storing and returning test materials into the school 
test plans per an independent review conducted by Caveon, LLC, after the 2010 CAS administration. 

•         We provided every school with an independent observer from Central Office trained in test security 
protocols for the duration of the DC CAS testing window as well as additional monitoring for schools 
that have been identified as having prior test security issues. 

•         We conducted unscheduled visits to testing schools to observe maintenance of secure test material 
storage and handling. 

•         We conducted an independent review of every school test plan.  
  
My focus as I look to move the District’s reform forward is to continue to be transparent, accountable and 
proactive in all aspects of our work.  Certainly continued growth around testing – not just achievement but 
administration – is a priority. 
 
 
 
Kaya Henderson 
Acting Chancellor 
 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
1200 First Street, NE 
12th Floor 
Washington, DC  20002 
T  202.535-1581 
E  kaya.henderson@dc.gov 
W dcps.dc.gov 
 
From: Mathews, Linda [mailto:lmathews@usatoday.com]  
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 5:00 PM 
To: Henderson, Kaya (OOC) 
Cc: Simmons, Safiya J. (DCPS-OOC); Ruda, Lisa M. (OOC); McGoldrick, Erin D. (OOC); Mathews, Linda 
Subject: A request for comment from USA TODAY 
 
March 20, 2011 
  
Kaya Henderson 
Interim Chancellor 
District of Columbia Public Schools 
Washington, D.C. 
  
Dear Chancellor Henderson:  
 

mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@dc.gov�
http://dcps.dc.gov/�


I am writing to inform you that USA TODAY is preparing a cover story about standardized testing in 
the District of Columbia Public Schools, drawing upon erasure and proficiency data from the D.C. 
Comprehensive Assessment System tests of 2008, 2009 and 2010.  
 
USA TODAY’s investigation counted more than 100 DCPS schools that during that three-year period 
had at least one classroom with statistically aberrant rates of wrong-to-right answer erasures. Those 
schools included Noyes Education Campus as well as seven other TEAM schools whose principals, 
teachers and staff members were awarded monetary bonuses by DCPS. At the TEAM schools as well as 
dozens of other DCPS schools, high erasure rates coincided with improvements in test scores. 
 
USA TODAY reporters Marisol Bello and Jack Gillum also interviewed faculty, staff members and 
parents about testing procedures and test scores. They spoke with those involved in investigating the 
erasures, including officials of the Office of the State Superintendent of Education, and members of the 
State Board of Education. Test scores and erasure data reported to OSSE by CTB McGraw-Hill were 
secured through Freedom of Information Act requests. We intend to post online the names of schools 
whose high rates of wrong-to-right erasures were flagged by CTB McGraw-Hill. 
 
We acknowledge that DCPS previously declined to speak with USA TODAY about this story; we have 
e-mail strings from your staff which we can quote. While Mr. Gillum and Ms. Bello have made several 
attempts to secure interviews with your staff and with school principals, only to be rebuffed by Safiya 
Simmons, USA TODAY’s internal rules require us to reach out to you again before publication. 
 
We would like to give you and your staff another opportunity to comment on test scores, erasure data 
and the outcome of Caveon Test Security investigations before we go to press. We are particularly 
interested in whether Noyes was one of the schools investigated by Caveon.   
  
We plan to publish our story this Wednesday and will need to talk with you no later than close-of-
business on Monday, March 21.  
 
Thank you and regards,  
 
Linda Mathews  
Senior projects editor  
USA TODAY  
(703) 854-5581  
cc: Safiya Jafari Simmons, spokeswoman  
Erin McGoldrick, chief of data and accountability  
Lisa M. Ruda, chief of staff  

 
  
 



From: Mafara Hobson <mafara@studentsfirst.org> 
Date: Mon, 28 Mar 2011 20:41:46 -0400 
To: "Bello, Marisol" <mbello@usatoday.com> 
Cc: <mafara@studentsfirst.org> 
Subject: Rhee statement 
 
Here's Michelle's statement. Let me know that you've received this and the Caveon statement attached. 

 

"It isn't surprising that the enemies of school reform once again are trying to argue that the earth is flat and that there is 
no way test scores could have improved for DCPS students unless someone cheated.  It is surprising to see USA Today 
proceed down this path in the face of a statement from the independent investigators that there was no evidence of 
cheating. This story is an insult to the dedicated teachers and schoolchildren who worked hard to improve their 
academic achievement levels.  As the statement from Caveon makes clear, there are many reasons for erasures and the 
presence of erasures does not mean someone cheated. In fact, it can mean that our students are being more diligent 
about their work. At StudentsFirst we know dedicated teachers make a difference, a strong inspirational principal can 
turn a school around, and that children can perform at high levels when given the tools to do so.  It is why we are 
working to make sure every child has a great teacher and that we put the interests if our students ahead of the adults."  
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CLARIFICATION STATEMENT – 2009 DC CAS INVESTIGATION
March 28, 2011

John Fremer
Caveon Test Security

What was Caveon’s Investigative Process?

Caveon received a list of DC Schools for which OSSE had 
requested an investigation of their 2009 DC CAS performance. 
The basis for schools being listed was a very high level of wrong 
to right erasures, plus high test score gains for various 
teachers.

Caveon prepared a 25 question interview protocol and went to 
all the schools that had been identified and interviewed the 
following individuals:

• Principal
• Assistant Principal
• School Test Coordinator
• Teacher whose class had been flagged 
• Other teachers involved in testing at that school

If someone was not in the designated role at the time of the 2009 
DC CAS, they were not interviewed.

Each person was interviewed separately from others from the 
school and no DCPS Central Office staff members were present 
for any school interview.

The complete responses to each question for each educator 
interviewed were reported to DCPS along with a school 
summary and an overall review of all the interviews.  In no 
instance did Caveon conclude that cheating had been revealed 
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by the process.  Instead, plausible explanations were provided 
as to the reason for the high erasure rates.

Caveon had complete freedom to carry out the interviews and 
review data with strong encouragement to use our best 
professional judgment and experience to inform our results and 
conclusions.  There was no encouragement to minimize 
problems or “sugar coat” our results.

What reasons could account for the high levels of erasures and 
gains?

It is not possible to know with certainty the reason for the high 
levels of erasures and gains, but these seem to be possible 
contributing factors:

• A great deal of attention was devoted within the schools on 
test taking strategies 

• Students were strongly encouraged to review their work 
and to use well-defined strategies to consider alternative 
answers

• Many teachers employed a test-taking strategy where they 
instructed their students to complete all questions on the 
test, check-mark the questions they were unsure about, 
and then go back and correct the answers where they were 
not sure. The DC CAS allows students as much time as 
they need to complete the test. This correction-strategy 
would result in more erasures than would occur with a test 
that has time limits.

• Some students, particularly at lower grades may have 
initially mis-gridded their answer sheets or scannable 
booklets.  When the students discovered their mistakes, 
erased the misaligned marks, and put their responses in 
the proper rows, many changes could well be from wrong 
to right

• More careful alignment of instruction with DCPS objectives 
would tend to raise scores. Many DC schools have 
implemented some of the following techniques, that have 
the potential to raise test scores:

o data-driven decision making
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o  formative testing
o after school tutoring
o Saturday school
o new reading and math programs
o data walls, charts, and graphs to track student 

performance
o re-grouping of students for specialized instruction.

 Did Caveon find cheating at any of the schools investigated for 
their 2009 CAS scores?

Caveon did not find evidence of cheating at any of the schools.  
For one school, we suggested further follow up by DCPS, but 
even in that case there was no definitive evidence of cheating.

________________                              
Signature

 
John Fremer, Ph.D.
President, Caveon Consulting Services
Caveon, LLC



 

 

Michelle Rhee’s responses to written questions from USA TODAY on May 3, 2011 

 

STATEMENT: 

I support Chancellor Henderson’s request for an investigation by the Inspector General for the 
same reasons she initially requested an independent investigation by Caveon - parents and the 
community need to have confidence in schools and in the tools used to measure progress. High erasure 
rates - or, for that matter - higher scores - don’t necessarily mean there was cheating but if concerns are 
raised it makes sense to address them. The bigger picture, of course, is the more important one and that 
is whether DC public school students are making progress in their academic performance.  The answer 
to that is yes as illustrated by NAEP tests of reading and math, and other measures.  As a Washington 
Post editorial on the erasure subject commented “That’s evidence of progress that can’t be erased.” 

While the school district’s initial investigation conducted by an external firm found no evidence 
of cheating, I fully support the additional investigation, DCPS Chancellor Kaya Henderson recently 
 requested because it is important the public have confidence in their school system.  But these 
improved scores weren’t the only signs that DC schools were turning around or that academic 
performances were improving.  Those who believe that teachers should be neither accountable for 
performance or assessed by any objective measures will always find ways to question and attack the 
idea and tools of assessment, as they argue against teacher ratings or against keeping the best teachers 
in times of layoffs. Given an investigation by the DC Office of the Inspector is currently underway, we 
must refrain from further comment, until the investigation has concluded. 

QUESTIONS: 

1. You’ve been traveling around the country in recent months pushing for education reform. What 
do you feel are some of the biggest problems that need to be fixed in public education? 

America is not putting its students first.  Across the country, our public schools are failing large 
segments of our population. Out of 34 industrialized countries, American students ranked 25th in 
math scores and 14th in reading scores on the 2009 Programme for International Student 
Assessment tests.  That is despite spending approximately $600 billion annually on our public 
schools, the second most per student amongst OECD member nations. 

The consequences are especially grave for our most disadvantaged students. Our schools should be 
engines of equality and opportunity, giving all students the skills and knowledge they need to 
pursue the American dream regardless of their zip code or skin color.  Yet too many schools only 
deepen the inequities already burdening their students. Today, barely half of African-American, 
Latino, and Native American students graduate from high school, while 77% of their white 
counterparts graduate. The price of failure is high. The average male high school dropout is 47 
times more likely to be jailed than his peers who have earned a four-year college degree.  

All students, even our top-performing students, suffer under our current system. Students in the 
90th percentile in the U.S. scored 40 points lower (out of a possible 669) than the average of the 
90th percentile of Canada, Finland, and Korea on the 2009 PISA math assessment. This lagging 
achievement by American students versus their international peers leads to an economic loss of 



 

 

over $2 trillion per year, according to a report by McKinsey and Co. These trends erode the 
foundations of our democracy and deny our children the tools to compete in a global economy.  

While many agree that something must be done, when it comes time to make hard choices that 
could change these realities, the needs and voices of America’s students too often are drowned 
out. 

2. StudentsFirst has pushed for changes in state law. Can you give us an overview of your legislative 
agenda? What education reforms would you like to see implemented in the states, or even at the 
federal level? 

Our policy agenda is described on our website at: 
http://www.studentsfirst.org/page//StudentsFirst_Policy_Agenda.pdf?nocdn=1.  

It is based on our experience of what led to improvements in Washington DC.  We’re committed to 
reforms proven to have the strongest results for students by supporting dramatic change in state 
and local education policies in three critical areas. Our agenda encourages states and districts to: 

•   Elevate the teaching profession by valuing teachers’ impact on students  
•   Empower parents with real choices and real information; and 
•   Spend taxpayers’ money wisely to get better results for students. 

3. You’ve said that StudentsFirst is aiming to raise $1 billion in five years. What is your budget like 
now? Who are your major donors? 

Our original target was $1b budget over 5 years. And we are confident that we’re on track to meet 
this goal. Our donors thus far include tens of thousands of members contributing to our 501c4 
operations and four major foundations contributing to our 510c3 operations. Our average online 
donation is about $64. 

4. Can we see a copy of StudentsFirst’s most recent Form 990? 

The organization was launched this past December. We are required to file after December 2011.  

5. What candidates is StudentsFirst planning to back, either at the state level or in Congress, for 
2012? What firms have you hired to conduct lobbying on StudentsFirst’s behalf? 

We will back pro-reform candidates of either party: anyone who supports reforms that are good for 
kids. Our primary lobbyists are our members. But we are partnering with state specific lobbyists 
that have a good grasp of the issues on the ground.  

6. You’ve talked a bit lately about the possibility that there was some cheating going on in the 
District of Columbia during your tenure as chancellor, and you’ve said you’re “100% supportive” 
of a new look into that possibility. What’s your concern? And what kind of cheating are you 
worried might have occurred? 

Given the current focus on accountability as it pertains to teacher evaluations and school-level 
reforms, it is imperative that test security is always taken seriously. There are a number of steps 

http://www.studentsfirst.org/page/StudentsFirst_Policy_Agenda.pdf?nocdn=1�


 

 

districts can take to prevent cheating, such as putting independent monitors in schools and 
ensuring safe storage of tests. We are fully supportive of any and all efforts to reduce cheating. We 
should be doing everything we can to make sure it doesn’t happen.  

7. We talked to some who worried that there was a disconnect between their students’ test scores 
and their abilities. What should parents of DC schoolchildren be thinking? 

Parents of D.C. school children should always look at multiple measures of learning, such as: DC 
CAS, NAEP and other data points collected in schools like DIBELS and Read 180 results. 

8. You talked about hiring Caveon to do an investigation in 2009. What was your thinking at the 
time? 

(Declined to answer.) 

9. When you decided on Caveon, what sort investigation did you envision? In other words, how did 
you work with them to define the parameters of what they would explore? 

(Declined to answer.) 

10. You have said that Caveon found no evidence of cheating in 2009. But the president of the 
company, John Fremer, said Caveon could have delved deeper in its investigation, including 
conducting a forensic data analysis. Why did DCPS decide not to go further? 

(Declined to answer.) 

11. Given the questions that have been raised about DC-CAS tests during your tenure, is there 
anything you might have done differently relating to the test anomalies? 

(Declined to answer.) 

12. Can you walk us through some of the changes you made to improve testing security or 
monitoring in DC, and how those changes might make it harder for cheating? Is this part of your 
reform efforts nationally? 

 DCPS brought in Caveon, LLC, an independent firm with expertise in test security to conduct 
independent investigations into school testing protocols and staff training. DCPS also put in place 
stricter protocols for receiving, storing and returning test materials into the school test plans. In 
addition, we put independent observers in every school. We think districts nationwide should take 
these kind of steps to ensure test security. 

13. What sorts of things - official or unofficial - were you hearing about cheating, or concerns of 
cheating, during your time in DC? What were your responses to any concerns of cheating? 

(Declined to answer.) 



 

 

14. You have said recently that high rates of erasures need to be combined with jumps in test scores 
to raise suspicion. At the same time, 41 DCPS schools from 2008 to 2010 had both statistically 
high rates of erasures and gains in students’ test scores. Why weren’t all of them investigated? 

(Declined to answer.) 

15. You and the District are supportive of an investigation into the 2009 DC-CAS scores. But no 
mention has been made of the scores in 2008, during which at least 30 DCPS schools had both 
statistically high rates of erasures and gains in students’ test scores. Why weren’t those schools 
investigated, even though charter schools - presented with the same information - did their own 
examinations? 

(Declined to answer.) 

16. In the days following USA TODAY’s investigation, you went from saying the report lacked 
credibility to saying that you think there may have been cheating and that you support more 
investigation. Walk us through your thought process. What changed in your mind? 

(Declined to answer.) 

17. One thing that we want to understand: What makes you favor a deeper investigation now, as 
opposed to when you were running the district? If so, why didn’t you continue to investigate 
during your tenure? 

(Declined to answer.) 

18. Do you support a federal investigation, either by the GAO or the U.S. Education Department, into 
the D.C. test scores, as some teachers and parents are calling for? 

(Declined to answer.) 

19. In Nevada, following your meeting with Gov. Brian Sandoval, you told local press that you’d want 
50% of a teacher’s evaluation to be based on test scores. But critics suggest that tying salaries 
and bonuses to teachers’ and principals’ test results runs the risk of educators tampering with 
tests. What are your thoughts about how districts can ensure that doesn’t happen? 

To imply that having testing is going to create an environment that fosters cheating is demeaning 
to teachers. I believe the vast majority of teachers would never jeopardize their professional 
integrity and the learning of their students by cheating. 

20. The one school in particular that showed up very high in the erasure data in DC was Noyes 
Education Campus. You took an interest in school and its principal, Wayne Ryan, and highlighted 
it as a turnaround school. What impressed you? And what has given you pause — then or now — 
about the achievements there? 

(Declined to answer.) 



 

 

21. Given your national role in education reform, how do recent questions about DC test scores - and 
the possibility that there was cheating - impact upon your efforts? 

It hasn’t impacted our efforts. We believe that ensuring high levels of test security is important in 
all of the states that we’re working in. The basic ideas we advanced in D.C. have been at the center 
of reforms recently passed in Florida, Indiana, and Tennessee. They are also under consideration in 
other states.   
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Gillum, Jack

From: Mafara Hobson [mafara@studentsfirst.org]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 7:59 PM
To: Bello, Marisol
Cc: Gillum, Jack
Subject: Re: Monday

Marisol, it's clear from your tone that you are angry. And I'm certainly not trying to make you upset. I simply 
want to highlight that in your initial conversation with Emily, you said that you all were interested in writing a 
piece about StudentsFirst and our work, and while the erasure matter would come up it wasn't your main focus. 
Since that conversation, it has been apparently clear, as evidenced by your questions, that erasures is a large 
focus of the story. And don't get me wrong , we have no problem with that. It's just that we would have liked for 
you to have been more forthcoming about the article, so that we could  prepare to answer your questions.   
Please know we were  happy to supply you with responses to your questions.  Please let me know if you need 
anything additional.  
 
Thanks, 
 
Mafara 
 
 On a subsequent call will Jac 
On May 3, 2011, at 5:04 PM, Bello, Marisol wrote: 
 
 
Mafara, 
You know perfectly well that you and I never talked until yesterday about this particular story. Until yesterday, 
I had only spoken with Emily and I was very clear with her from the beginning about this story, our continued 
request to interview Michelle Rhee and the range of questions we were interested in asking her about, including 
the erasures and her work with StudentsFirst. So you are absolutely incorrect that I mischaracterized the story. 
We await your responses. 
mb 
 
 
 
On 5/3/11 4:56 PM, "Mafara Hobson" <mafarahobson@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Marisol- 
 
Responses to your questions are forthcoming, standby. 
 
I'm very disappointed with your mischaracterizations.  First, we are absolutely interested (and have always 
been) in fully cooperating with you to ensure you can write a comprehensive story.  Your assertion that we 
"backed out because she did not want too many erasure-related questions and instead would only answer 
questions by email" is simply untrue.  Michelle's schedule is extraordinarily tight and she is traveling 
constantly.  The way to ensure that we can address all of your questions in a comprehensive manner is best done 
this way given that schedule. 
 
When you first requested this interview you told us that it was about StudentsFirst.  You said that though that 
was the story, you'd "be remiss if you didn't ask a question or two about erasures".  We were comfortable with 
any number of questions you wanted to ask about any topic, but quite frankly from seeing the list of questions 
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you sent, it's clear that you mischaracterized the thrust of your piece.  We always want to cooperate fully with 
members of the media but also expect there to be a mutual respect.  Your mischaracterization of the piece is 
troubling.  Why not just be forthright from the beginning?  It certainly wouldn't dampen our enthusiasm for 
participating, merely allow us to be prepared. 
 
At any rate, this is to reiterate that we are working now to answer your questions as laid out below and are 
happy to do so.  Let's ensure that there aren't any more misunderstandings moving forward. 
 
Mafara 
On May 3, 2011, at 12:45 PM, Bello, Marisol wrote: 
 
Hi Mafara, 
 
I left a message for you on your office line. I couldn't find your cell phone. I wanted to make sure you received 
the questions. I also wanted to let you know that the story will reflect that Rhee agreed to a sitdown interview 
but backed out because she did not want too many erasure-related questions and instead would only answer 
questions by email. 
 
 
mb 
 
Marisol Bello 
National Reporter 
USA TODAY 
(703) 854-5054 
(202) 997-3208 
mbello@usatoday.com 
Follow me on Twiiter: @USATODAYMBello 
-- 
 
 
------ Forwarded Message 
From: "Gillum, Jack" <jgillum@usatoday.com> 
Date: Tue, 3 May 2011 12:33:04 -0400 
To: Mafara Hobson <mafara@studentsfirst.org>, "Bello, Marisol" <mbello@usatoday.com> 
Subject: RE: Monday 
 
Mafara, 
Following up on your e-mail, here are the questions for Michelle. We need responses by 5 p.m. Eastern today. If 
you have any questions, feel free to e-mail or call us. 
Thanks, 
Jack and Marisol 
 
--- 
1.      You've been traveling around the country in recent months pushing for education reform. What do you 
feel are some of the biggest problems that need to be fixed in public education? 
 
 
2.      StudentsFirst has pushed for changes in state law. Can you give us an overview of your legislative 
agenda? What education reforms would you like to see implemented in the states, or even at the federal level? 
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3.      You've said that StudentsFirst is aiming to raise $1 billion in five years. What is your budget like now? 
Who are your major donors? 
 
 
 
4.      Can we see a copy of StudentsFirst's most recent Form 990? 
 
 
 
5.      What candidates is StudentsFirst planning to back, either at the state level or in Congress, for 2012? What 
firms have you hired to conduct lobbying on StudentsFirst's behalf? 
 
 
6.      You've talked a bit lately about the possibility that there was some cheating going on in the District of 
Columbia during your tenure as chancellor, and you've said you're "100% supportive" of a new look into that 
possibility. What's your concern? And what kind of cheating are you worried might have occurred? 
 
 
7.      We talked to some who worried that there was a disconnect between their students' test scores and their 
abilities. What should parents of DC schoolchildren be thinking? 
 
 
8.      You talked about hiring Caveon to do an investigation in 2009. What was your thinking at the time? 
 
 
9.      When you decided on Caveon, what sort investigation did you envision? In other words, how did you 
work with them to define the parameters of what they would explore? 
 
 
 
10.  You have said that Caveon found no evidence of cheating in 2009. But the president of the company, John 
Fremer, said Caveon could have delved deeper in its investigation, including conducting a forensic data 
analysis. Why did DCPS decide not to go further? 
 
 
11.  Given the questions that have been raised about DC-CAS tests during your tenure, is there anything you 
might have done differently relating to the test anomalies? 
 
 
12.  Can you walk us through some of the changes you made to improve testing security or monitoring in DC, 
and how those changes might make it harder for cheating? Is this part of your reform efforts nationally? 
 
 
13.  What sorts of things - official or unofficial - were you hearing about cheating, or concerns of cheating, 
during your time in DC? What were your responses to any concerns of cheating? 
 
 
 
14.  You have said recently that high rates of erasures need to be combined with jumps in test scores to raise 
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suspicion. At the same time, 41 DCPS schools from 2008 to 2010 had both statistically high rates of erasures 
and gains in students' test scores. Why weren't all of them investigated? 
 
 
15.  You and the District are supportive of an investigation into the 2009 DC-CAS scores. But no mention has 
been made of the scores in 2008, during which at least 30 DCPS schools had both statistically high rates of 
erasures and gains in students' test scores. Why weren't those schools investigated, even though charter schools 
- presented with the same information - did their own examinations? 
 
 
16.  In the days following USA TODAY's investigation, you went from saying the report lacked credibility to 
saying that you think there may have been cheating and that you support more investigation. Walk us through 
your thought process. What changed in your mind? 
 
 
17.  One thing that we want to understand: What makes you favor a deeper investigation now, as opposed to 
when you were running the district? If so, why didn't you continue to investigate during your tenure? 
 
 
18.  Do you support a federal investigation, either by the GAO or the U.S. Education Department, into the D.C. 
test scores, as some teachers and parents are calling for? 
 
 
19.  In Nevada, following your meeting with Gov. Brian Sandoval, you told local press that you'd want 50% of 
a teacher's evaluation to be based on test scores. But critics suggest that tying salaries and bonuses to teachers' 
and principals' test results runs the risk of educators tampering with tests. What are your thoughts about how 
districts can ensure that doesn't happen? 
 
 
20.  The one school in particular that showed up very high in the erasure data in DC was Noyes Education 
Campus. You took an interest in school and its principal, Wayne Ryan, and highlighted it as a turnaround 
school. What impressed you? And what has given you pause - then or now -about the achievements there? 
 
 
21.  Given your national role in education reform, how do recent questions about DC test scores - and the 
possibility that there was cheating - impact upon your efforts? 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Mafara Hobson [mailto:mafara@studentsfirst.org] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 9:21 PM 
To: Bello, Marisol 
Cc: Gillum, Jack 
Subject: Re: Monday 
 
Marisol, 
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Thanks for touching base with me today, I know you guys are swamped given the recent news developments. 
After our discussion, we decided not to proceed with a sit-down interview and instead ask that you send your 
questions via email so that Michelle can respond. Michelle is open to giving you an on the record response 
about the erasure issue, but our conversation today led me to believe that  (while you all "can't be certain how 
much of the interview would be about erasures") it would be pretty heavily focused on it. It's my job to ensure 
that Michelle has all of the information she needs to be prepared for media interviews and your previous 
conversations with Emily led us all to believe the article's focus was StudentsFirsts, not DCPS testing. Like, I 
stated over the phone, we anticipated that there would be some questions around erasures, but not a heavy 
focus. Please feel free to forward any questions you may have for Michelle, and we'd be happy to respond to 
them as quickly as possible, 
 
 
 
Thanks, 
 
 
 
Mafara 
 
On May 2, 2011, at 7:33 PM, Bello, Marisol wrote: 
 
 
Mafara, 
We'd like to bring a photog with us so we can get some fresh art of the chancellor. Let me know if that's cool. 
Thanks 
mb 
 
 
On 5/2/11 1:56 PM, "Mafara Hobson" <mafara@studentsfirst.org> wrote: 
 
Great! So give me a call today to discuss tomorrow. I'm at 20255019070. 
 
Mafara 
 
 
On May 2, 2011, at 1:27 PM, Bello, Marisol wrote: 
 
Nope. We'll be fine for tomorrow at 3pm. Just on deadline today so just shoot an email with what you're talking 
about. 
mb 
 
 
On 5/2/11 1:13 PM, "Mafara Hobson" <mafara@studentsfirst.org> wrote: 
 
Hi Marisol! Welcome back. I wanted to talk today to establish an understanding about tomorrow. So if we need 
to put everything on hold in light of the bin Laden coverage, let me know. 
 
M 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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On May 2, 2011, at 12:43 PM, "Bello, Marisol" <mbello@usatoday.com> wrote: 
 
Mafara, 
 
Jack and I are tied up today with Bin Laden coverage. We will see you all tomorrow at 3 pm. If there's anything 
else just shoot an email. 
 
mb 
 
 
On 5/1/11 11:18 PM, "Mafara Hobson" <mafara@studentsfirst.org> wrote: 
 
Just checking in to see what time we can chat about the Rhee interview. Let me know! 
 
M 
Mafara Hobson 
StudentsFirst 
406 7th Street NW, Second Floor 
Washington, DC 20004 
202.550.1970 
(m) 
 
 
[cid:3387185022_71918] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marisol Bello 
National Reporter 
USA TODAY 
(703) 854-5054 
(202) 997-3208 
mbello@usatoday.com 
Follow me on Twiiter: @USATODAYMBello 
-- 
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Gillum, Jack

From: Emily Lenzner [ELenzner@skdknick.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:46 AM
To: Gillum, Jack
Subject: RE: SF Daily Membership update

Tuesday works.  
Can you do 3pm at the StudentsFirst office on 7th St in Penn Quarter? (Will send you more 
details to confirm) 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Gillum, Jack [mailto:jgillum@usatoday.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:16 AM 
To: Emily Lenzner 
Subject: RE: SF Daily Membership update 
 
Emily, 
 
Just talked with my editor, and we can hold the story if we can have a sit‐down with 
Michelle. Would this coming Tuesday work? I figured that would give both Marisol and Michelle 
a chance to get settled back into DC first. 
 
Jack 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Emily Lenzner [mailto:ELenzner@skdknick.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:49 PM 
To: Gillum, Jack 
Subject: RE: SF Daily Membership update 
 
Jack: 
Michelle is willing to do an interview, but we'd like to do this in person.   She's in CA 
until Friday night, so we'd either have to wait to do this on Monday here in DC or if you're 
able to get on a plane, she could potentially do it from CA later this week, though I 
understand she has a pretty tight schedule.  I realize this probably means holding the story 
a few more days, but hopefully, your editors will think it's worth it. What do you think?  
 
Emily   
 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Gillum, Jack [mailto:jgillum@usatoday.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:04 PM 
To: Emily Lenzner 
Subject: Re: SF Daily Membership update 
 
I'm underground on metro but can call soon.  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 26, 2011, at 5:02 PM, "Emily Lenzner" <ELenzner@skdknick.com> wrote: 
 
> He's traveling tomorrow.  I think his only free time is right after 5:30.  
> I also called your cell a few mins ago to discuss Michelle. Can you call me? 202‐464‐6914. 
>  


